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SUMMARY
duplicate longitudinal and transverse syec~ens
sheets with nominal thiclsnessesof 0.032, O.O&,
end 0.125 inch are ~resented in the following form:
Tensile end compressive stress+train graphs and
graphs to a strain of about 1 percent
stress+ieviation
Graphs of tangent modulus against stress, in compression
Auxili~ graphs for estimating plastic buclilingstress
Stress+rtrain graphs for tensile spectiens tested to failure
Graphs of 10CSJ.elongation aud of elongation agai~t gage length
for tensile specimens tested to fracture
The stress-strain, stress+eviation, tsagent+nodulus, aud auxili~
- graphs are plotted on a dimensionless basis to make them apylica%le to
material with yield strengths which differ from those of the test
specimens.
INTRODUCTION
The present report is the fifth of a series presenting data on
high-strength aluminum+illoy sheet (references lto 4). The data me
presented in tables end graphs. Graphs of reduced modulus against
stress in compression for a rectangular section have ‘beenomitted in
this-report since the tangent modulus is now considered best for use in
determining the buckling strength of members in the inelastic rauge
(reference 5). In their place auxiliq curves for esthatingylastic
buckling stress based upon the values of taugent modulus are given. An
example illustrating the use of these curves was given in reference 6.
The graphs are presented in dimensionless formto make them applicable
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with yield strengths w~ch differ from
All data are given for duplicate spec3mens. u
The report gives the results of tests on shmin~oy 75s+c6
sheet, in thicknesses of 0.032, O.0~,. end 0.H5 inch, obtained from
the Almdmnn COmIELV of America.
The author exp?esses his ayyreciationtollr. P. L. Peach and
Mrs. P. V. Jacobs who assisted in the testing and in the yrepration
of the gra@s.
This investigation, conducted at the National Bureau of Stmdsrds,
was syonsored 3Y and conducted.with the financial assistance of the
Nationel Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
The sheets were of ellxminumall-oy75S inthe heat=breated (T6)
condition as furnished by the manufacturer.
DIMENSIONLESS DATA
Test Procedure
Tensile tests were made on two longitudinal (in Wection of
rolling) syecimens and on two transverse (at right angles to the direc- ,
tion of rolling) specWns from a sheet of each thickness. The syeci-
mens corresponded to specimens of me 5 described in reference 7.
The slechens were tested in aleam+xil+j?oise, screw-type, testing
machine of 50+cip capacity with the use of the ~oise for the skip range.
They were held in Templin grips. The strain was measured with a pair of
l-inch Tuckerman optical strain gages attachedto opposite sheet faces’
of the reduced section. The rate of loading was a%out 2 ksi per ndnute.
Compressive tests were made on two longitudinal smd two transverse
spec~ns from each sheet. The specimens were rectangular strips
0.50 inch wide ly 2.25 inches long with the exception of the 0.12>inch-
thick transverse s~ecimens.which were made 0.475 tich wide.
The compressive spec-ns were tested between herdened-steel besr-
ing hocks in the sulpress described in reference 8. The loads were
applied by the testing machine that was Used for the tensile tests.
Lateral support against premature ?nzcklingwas furnished hy lubricated
—
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solid guides as described in reference 9. The strain was measured with
a pair of l–inch Tuckerman optical strtin gages attached to opposite
edge face~ of the s~ecimen. The rate’of loading was alout 2 ksi per
minute.
Test Results
The results of the tensile end compressive tests are given in
talle I. Each value of Young’s modulus h the ta%le was taken as the
slope of a least+qu%es @Ymx@t line fitted to the lower part of the
stress~tredn curve. The yf&Qstrengths determined by the offset
method were obtained from the stress-strain curves and the expertiental
values of Youngts modulus. The yield strengths determined.by the secant
method were obtained from the stress-strain curves and vslues of secant
modulus 0.’7end 0.85 times the expertiental values of Young’s modulus.
Stress+train Graphs
The stress-strain graphs sre plotted fi.dimensionless form in
figures lto 6.
by
where
s stress
al secant
The coordinates u and c in these graphs are defined
a
s
=—
‘1
e
eE=—
‘1
to strain ecorresponding
yield strength (0.7E)
E Young’s modulus
Composite dimensionless stress+train graphs which show the bands
within which the data fall for tests of a given kind end a given direc—
tion in the sheet are shown.in figures 7 and 8. The maxfmum width of
band interns of a is less thti 0.015. Each bend represents data for
six specimens; the widths might have been greater if tests had been
made on a larger nuaiberof specimens.
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The
Stress4eviation Gra@s
Dimensionless stress-deviationgrayhs are shown in figures 9 to 14.
ordinates ere the same as those used for the stress=train Wayhs.
abscissas are the correspondingwihzes of b = c — a. All the curves
intersect at the point a = 1, b = 3/7, wtich corresponds to the secant
yield strength (0.7E). This point is indicated on the grayhs by a short
vertical line.
The graphs were plotted on log–log paper to indicate which portion
of the stress-strain curves can be represented by the analytical expres-
sion given in reference 10:
(E)ne =;+K~
This expression holds when the plot of deviation against stress on loga-
rithmic payer follows a straight line. (See reference 10.) The graphs
indicate that the relationshi~ holds for tQe compressive specimens end
for the longitudinal tensile specimens for vslues of s sl > s2 sls/ I
where S2 is the secastyield strengbh (0.85E). For these, the--—
ratios s
3/.s2, given in table I, can’be used to obtain values of the
shape peremeter n as shown in reference 10. Other straight lines cen
%e drawn on these gra@s from which values of the constants K end n
can be obtained for analytical expressions which fit more closely other
parts of the stress~trsin graphs.
Tangent*odulus Gra~hs
Dtmmsionless gra~hs of tsngent modulus against stress for the
compressive s~ectiens sre shown in figures 15 to 20. The ordinates are ,
the ratios of tangent modulus Et to Youngls modulus. Each velue of
tangent modulus was taken as the ratio of a stress increment to its
strain increment for the successive yairs of points shown in the stress-
strain graphs. The abscissas sre the mean vslues of u for the stress
increments. The values of Et/E increased with a up to a equal
too.5 or 0.6. The initial modulus values are lower than the average
vslue for this region snd ayproach the modulus of elasticity in tension.
The limits within which the tangen%nodulus curves fell sre shown
in figure 21. The~~~ spread invaluesbf Et/E iS 0.075. A.u
exsmple of the use of the graphs of taagent’modfius %@wt. stress is
given in reference 6.
s+
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Auxilisq (lra~hsfor Estimat-ingPlas”ticBuckling Stress
Dtiensionless gra@s for estimating plastic buckl~ stresses me
shown in figures 22 to 24. The ordinates are ratios of Et/E to u
and the abscissas are the corresponding vslues of a.
The limits of the dimensionless graphs for esttiatina plastic
buckling stresses are shown in figure-
these graphs is given in reference 6.
TENSILE STRXSS—STRMN
25. An example of
TESTS TO FAILURE
Procedure
Tensile tests to failure were made on two longitudinal ~d two
transverse specimens from a sheet of eachthickness. The specimens
correspcmded to specimens of type 5 described in reference 7.
The tests were madedm fluid-support,Botidon tube, hydraulic
testing machines having Tate4meq load indicators. The spectiens were
held in Templin grips. They were tested at a cross-head speed of
about 0.1 inch per minute. Autographic load-extension curves were
obtained ,titha Templin type stress-train recorder by using a 2eters
averaging total-elongation extensmneter with a 2–inch gage length and
a magnification faotor of 25.
Stresses based on the original cross section and the corresponding
strains based on the original gage length were dete~ed &om these
curves. The data for the portion at and beyond the knee of each curve
were combined with stress+train data-on duplicate specimens on which
strain up to the knee of the curve had been measured with Tuckerman
optical strain gages.
Stress+3train Graphs
The resulting s%ress-strein ”curvesare shown
Values of tensile strength and of elongation in 2
in figures 26 to 28.
inches sre given in
the tables’accompanying each figure. The values of elongation usually
correspondedto a strain of about 0.009 less then the maximum recorded
strain under load.
“
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LOCAHILONGATION
Procedure
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TESTS
Yhotogrid measurements (referenceI-1)were made on two longitudinal
and two transverse tensile specimens from a sheet of each thickness.
The spec~ens corresponded to syectiens of type 5 descri%ed in refer-
ence 7. The photogrid negative was made from the master grid described
b reference 1. The syechmls were coated with cold top enemel. T&is
has been found to be less critical with respect to e~osure t- than
the photoengraving glue mentioned b reference I-1. The prtits were also
ususlly easier to measure near the tiacture. The specimens were held in
Templin gri~s and were fractured in a testing machine at a cross+ead
speed of about 0.1 tich yer minute.
Measurements of grid spactig were made by the technique described
in reference 1 except that a measuring engtie having a microscope with
magnification of alout 100 diameters’was used. The instrument was read
to 0.001 millimeter (1 division on the _barrel).
Graphs of ~cal Elongation
The locsl elongations, in percent of the origin~ spacing, plotted
against the distance before testing from one end of the gage length,
are shown in figures 29 to 34. The fracture in each case occurred in
the grid spacing in which the @.eatest elongation took place.
Graphs of Elongation Agtimt @ge Length
The elongations in percent of the original gage length were computed
for various gage lengths from the local-elongation data. These values
exe plotted against ‘gagelength in figures 35 to 40. The gage lengths
were plotted to a lo@rithmic scsle to ~resent a lerge range of values
on a single graph.
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Figure9.- Dimensionlessstress-deviationgraphs. 75S-T6 sheet,
longitudinalspecimens 0.032inchthick. E, Young’s modulus; ‘
SI, secantyieldstrength(0.7E);S2, sec?ntyieldstrength(0.85E)“
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Figure 10.- Dimensionlessstress-deviationgraphs. 75S-T6 sheet,
transversespecimens 0.032inchthick. E, Young’s modulus;
S1, seeant yieldstrength(0.7E);s
~, secantyieldstrength(O.85E).
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Figuie 11.- Dimensionlessstress-deviationgraphs. 75s-T6 sheet,
longitudinalspecimens 0.064inchthick. E, Young’s modulus;
Sl, secantyieldstrength(0.7E);S2, secantyieldstrength(0.85E).
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Figure 12.- Dimensionlessstress-deviationgraphs. 75s-T6 sheet,
transversespecimens 0.064inchthick. E, Youn#s modulus;
Sl, secantyieldstrength(0.7E);s-2,secantyieldstrength(O.85E).
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Figure 13.- Dimensionlessstress-deviationgraphs. 75S-’T6sheet,
longitudinalspecimens 0.125inchthick.E, Youn#s modulus;
S1, secant yield strength (0.7E); S2, secant yield strength (OJ35JE).
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Figure 14.- Dimensionl.ess stress-deviation graphs. 758-T6 sheet,
transverse specimens 0.125 inch thick. E, Youn<s modulus;
Sl, secant yield strength (0.7E); s2, secant field strength (0.85E).
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Figure 15. - Dimensionless compressive graphs of tangent modulus against
stress. 75S-T6 sheet, longitudinal specimens 0.032 inch thick.
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Figure 16. - Dimensionless compressive graphs of tangent modulus against
stress. 75s-T6 sheet, transverse specimens 0.032 inch thick.
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Figure 18. - Dimensionless compressive graphs of tangent modulus against
stress. 75s-T6 sheet, transverse specimens 0.064 inch thick.
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Figure 19.- Dimensionless compressive graphs of tangent modulus against
stress. 75s-T6 sheet, longitudinal specimens 0.125 inch thick.
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Figure 20.- Dimensionless compressive graphs of tangent modulus against
stress. 75S-T6 sheet, transverse specimens 0.125 inch thick.
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Figure 21. - Limits of dimensionless compressive graphs of tangent
modulus against stress. 75S-T6 sheet 0.032, 0.064, and 0.125 inch
thick.
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Figure 22.- Auxiliarydimensionless curves for estimating plastic buckling
stress. 75S-T6 sheet 0.032 inch thick.
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Figure 23. - Auxiliary dimensiotiess curves for estimating plastic buckling
stress. 75S-T6 sheet 0.064 inch thick.
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Figure 24.- Auxil.iarydimensionlesscurves forestimatingplasticbuckling
stress. 75s-T6 sheet0.125inchthick.
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Figure 25.2 Limits of auxiliary dimensionless curves for estimating plastic
buckling stress. 75S-T6 sheet 0.032, 0.064, and 0.125 inch thick.
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Figure 28.- Tensile stress -strain curves to failure. 75s -T6
0.125inchthick.
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Figure 29.- Local elongation.75s-T6 sheet,longitudinalspecimens
0.032inchthick.
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Figure 30.- Local elongation.75S-T6 sheet, transverse specimens
0.032 inch thick.
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Figure 31.- Local elongation. 75s-T6 sheet, longitudinal specimens
0.064 inch thick.
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Figure 32.- Local elongation. 75S-T6 sheet, transverse specimens
0.064 inch thick.
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Figure 33.- Local elongation. 75s-T6 sheet, longitudinal specimens
0.125 inch thick.
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Figure 34.- Local“elongation.75S-T6 sheet,transversespecimens
0.125inchthick.
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Figure 35.- Elongation against gage length. 75S-T6 sheet, longi~udinal
specimens 0.032 inch thick.
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Figure 36.- Elongation against gage length. 75s-T6 sheet, transverse
specimens 0.032 inch thick.
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.
Gage length, h. .
Figure 37.- Elongation against gage length. 75S-T6 sheet, longitudinal
specimens 0.064 inch thick.
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Figure 38.- Elongation against gage length. 75s-T6 sheet, transverse
specimens 0.064 inch thick.
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Figure 39.- Elongation against gage length. 75S-T6 sheet, longitudinal
. specimens 0.125 inch thick.
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Figure 40.- Elongationagainstgage length. 75S-T6 sheet,transverse
specimens 0.125inchthick.
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